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Coffee Excite

What's Brewing?
BY DIANA CACY HAWKINS
Being on lockdown means more people than ever
before are brewing their coffee at home. Do you drink
whatever you can find at the local grocery store?

Or have you been ordering your coffee online from
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There's so many to choose from. Let me know what
your favorites are at Coffee & Biscotti.

Shop Local
BY DIANA CACY HAWKINS
When possible, I'm a huge fan of buying your
fresh roasted coffee from your local coffee
roaster. We live remote, so our local roaster is
about 90 miles away from us.

Except for when I roast my own at home.

It's hard to find a coffee roaster who doesn't
enjoy talking about coffee to the customer. By
striking up a conversation and asking questions,
you should be able to improve your coffee
experience at home.

Find your perfect brew locally and help the
community.

"Drinking a cup of
coffee with your eyes
closed isn't a
sophisticated task for
a person, but it's hard
for a robot."

Ideas on chatting with your local roaster:
Ask about what gentle coffees they carry
if you have sensitive stomach.
If you need to buy decaffeinated coffee
make sure their decaf is processed with
the Swiss Water Method.
If buying your coffee fairly means a lot to
you, ask if they have a coffee that's
certified to meet this criteria.
If you drink a lot of coffee through the
day but feel you should lower your
caffeine intake, ask the roaster about
mixing a decaf and full caffeinated
origin together for you.

VIJJAY KUMAR

Sometimes mixking two single origins
together will give you the coffee you
love. Ask about any recommendations.
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Small Space Brewing
Moka Pots

The Joy of Moka Pot Brewing
BY DIANA CACY HAWKINS
For the last few years, my husband and I have had to maintain two households. For part of
the time we live in the house we own and the rest of the time in small apartments for his
work.

I've had to learn how to brew good coffee in a small space in many ways. The Moka Pot is
one of my favorites.

Moka Pots can be used on both gas and electric stove tops. The brew is extra strong and
rich to give you a true Italian style experience. (Use quality beans.)

Pictured obove is the traditional Moka Pot and along side it is an double espresso style. I've
enjoyed using them both. (sorry about the crappy stovetop- I splattered coffee!)
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Biscotti
BY DIANA CACY HAWKINS

Biscotti, biscotti
With your cappuccino,
With your latte.
Biscotti, biscotti
Dunk it once,
Dunk it twice.
Biscotti, biscotti
Try it once,
Forever hooked.

Types of biscotti you may want to try.
Almond and Chocolate Dipped Almond.
Chocolate Biscotti.
Orange Almond Biscotti.
Vanilla Biscotti.
Anise Biscotti
Cranberry Orange

Learn how to make your own biscotti at these websites:
https://blog.williams-sonoma.com/how-to-make-biscotti/
https://www.spendwithpennies.com/biscotti-recipe/
https://homecookingmemories.com/biscotti-recipes/
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Spotlight: Coffee Flavoring
BY DIANA CACY HAWKINS
I've chosen to end this edition by featuring Javamelts. For a few reasons.

The company is founded and led by a very amazing woman, Carolyn, and it's an American
based company. The whole family is involved in some fashion with the business and very
dedicated to both our country and their customers.

True customer dedication and integrity in all points of marketing and development is hard
to find in companies today. I've had the great pleasure of chatting with Carolyn for parts of
my upcoming books, and I assure you that Javamelts has plenty of both.

I highly recommend using Javamelts at home, in the office, and on your travels for a great
coffee experience. Go to Javamelts.com to order today. I sure am. I'm out of caramel ones!
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